
SEMEN COLLECTION

MEDI NOVA DUMMY SOW
Adjustable dummy sow for the taking of animals. 
Equipped with adjustable supports for the animal’s legs.
Thanks to its wide laying base, it is extremely easy to fix on the floor. 
Ideal also for large animals.
Portable dummy sow covered with leather.
Indispensable for training draw young breeding animals.
The particular inclination of the supports which make up the base of support 
ensure a good stability during use.

COD. 1907169CODE DESCRIPTION

1907169 Adjustable Medi Nova dummy sow

1907018 Portable Medi Nova dummy sow COD. 1907018

RUBBER MAT
Anti-slip mat, for sampling room, that ensures stability to the boar during the 
collection operations. Made from smocking rubber, due to its size and weight it 
does not need to be fixed to the floor, allowing for a perfect cleaning of the room 
at the end of the collection operations. Available in two different sizes.

COD. 3972090

COD. 3972091CODE DESCRIPTION

3972091 Rubber mat 100 x 150 cm

3972090 Rubber mat 80 x 120 cm

ARTIFICIAL VAGINA
The use of the artificial vagina allows to make a safely and fast collection even 
from ‘difficult’ boars. Economic and disposable.

CODE DESCRIPTION

1907042 Artificial vagina (pack 8 pcs.) COD. 1907042

COLLECTION BAGS
Polythene bags for semen collection in high-density. Suitable for foodstuffs.
Available in different measures.
Bags with incorporated filters. These bags can be inserted in the thermo 
flasks without using any rubber. Once the collection is done, the filter can be 
easily removed, by pulling it out through the special hatching.
They enhance work and hygiene conditions during the collection. 

CODE DESCRIPTION

1907037 Polythene bags 20 x 30 cm (pack 150 pcs.)

1907044 Polythene bags 30 x 40 cm (pack 150 pcs.)

1907043 Polythene bags 40 x 50 cm (pack 150 pcs.)

1907154 Polythene bags 25 x 30 cm (pack 100 pcs.)

1907041 Bags with filters (pack 100 pcs.)
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COD. 1907041



THERMOS
Plastic thermos with handle suitable for foodstuffs. Minimizes thermal shock 
during semen collection. 

CODE DESCRIPTION

1907005 Plastic thermos with handle

COD. 1907005

SEMEN COLLECTION

GLOVES
Vinyl gloves single use, transparent. Non-sterile and dust free gloves.
Available in sizes M, L, XL.
Nitrile gloves single use. Non-sterile and dust free gloves.
Color blue. Available in sizes M, L, XL.
Examination gloves Sensitive, single use, transparent.
Available in one size.

COD. 3946064

CODE DESCRIPTION

4987026 Vinyl gloves, size M (pack 100 pcs.)

4987027 Vinyl gloves, size L (pack 100 pcs.)

4987028 Vinyl gloves, size XL (pack 100 pcs.)

4987049 Nitrile gloves, size M (pack 100 pcs.)

4987050 Nitrile gloves, size L (pack 100 pcs.)

4987051 Nitrile gloves, size XL (pack 100 pcs.)

3946064 Examination gloves (pack 100 pcs.)

COD. 4987026 COD. 4987049

FILTERS AND GAUZES
Specially filters designed for boar ejaculate filtering. They are easy to use, 
economical and hygienic, they make semen collection operation easier.
Packaged in reclosable boxes. 
Gauzes specially designed for boar ejaculate filtering. 
Easy to use, economical, hygienic and facilitate the harvesting operations of the 
seed. Available in different measures.

COD. 1907035

CODE DESCRIPTION

1907047 Disc filters for semen (pack 200 pcs.)

1907048 Rubber bands (pack 1 Kg)

1907035 Gauzes 20 x 20 cm (pack 1 Kg)

1907036 Gauzes 25 x 25 cm (pack 1 Kg)

1907034 Gauzes 30 x 30 cm (pack 1 Kg)

1907006 Gauzes 40 x 40 cm (pack 1 Kg)

COD. 1907047
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